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EXPLORATION DRILLING AND SITE GEOTECHNICAL RESULTS FROM ROOK 1

2021 Field Program Results to Inform EIS which is on Track for Q1 Delivery
OUR TAKE: This morning, NexGen reported exploration and geotechnical drilling results from its 2021 field programs which were launched back in mid
2021 (see flash dated July 26, 2021) . The programs were focused on the flagship Arrow deposit and surrounding area. The Company did ~6,400 metres of
exploration drilling on neighboring conductors to Arrow and >4,400 metres of drilling targeting mineralization below the Arrow deposit (see Figure 1). The
drilling on neighboring conductors intersected some anomalous radioactivity that continues to demonstrate the prospectivity of this land package (see
Table 1). We note, however, that it is unlikely for these results to be immediately followed up on as the focus on development plans for Arrow intensifies.
The drilling that pushes below Arrow did intersect significant mineralization about 230 metres below the Arrow deposit cutting 8.5 metres of total
composite radioactivity including 6.5 metres of continuous radioactivity registering up to 3,530 cps on the scintillometer from 1128.5m downhole depth
(see Table 1 and Figure 2). The location of this mineralization means that there may be a significant ore zone for NexGen to chase below the defined deposit
as it mines Arrow and could extend the mine-life. We would expect any follow up drilling on this area to be done from underground at some future time.
Overall, the geotechnical drilling that was done at Arrow was positive and demonstrated highly competent rock for development of the surface supporting
infrastructure at the planned underground mine. NexGen also advanced its front-end engineering design (FEED) work at Arrow including 18 sonic drill holes
and installation of piezometer sensors and the excavation of 93 test pits for plate load testing. 72 of the test pits and all 18 Sonic drill holes were used to
confirm subsurface conditions beneath the proposed surface site infrastructure, including waste and or stockpiles, airstrip, access road and other structures.
See Figure 3 for the seven HQ diamond drill holes (GAR-21-037 to GAR-21-043) that were completed as part of the program for a total of 5,076.45 metres.
These results will be integrated into the Environmental Impact Study on the Arrow deposit which is due to be completed in Q1 2022.
KEY HIGHLIGHTS:
 2021 Exploration Program Highlights: The program comprised of 18 drill holes for a total of ~10,849m, of which ~6,400m targeted neighboring
conductors to the one hosting Arrow and ~4,449m targeted mineralization well below the current Arrow Deposit (see Figure 1 and Table 1).
•
AR-21-268 (Below Arrow) intersected 8.5m of total composite mineralization, including 6.5m up to 3,530 cps from 1128.5m downhole depth.
This intersection is located ~230m below and SE of the current defined mineralization at Arrow (see Figure 2).
•
RK-21-140 (Camp East Target on the Patterson Corridor) intersected anomalous radioactivity up to 1,380 cps from 166.0m downhole.
•
Drilling on the Derkson and Derkson West conductors intersected intervals of brittle structural disruption and hydrothermal alteration consistent
with those recognized in uranium bearing systems. Hole RK-21-136 (Derkson West target) intersected 0.5m of up to 3,100 cps from 166.5m
downhole.


2021 Site Confirmation Program Highlights: Field work was simultaneously completed in support of Front-End Engineering Design (FEED), which
consisted of two components:
•
Surface studies to confirm near-surface geotechnical conditions in locations of surface infrastructure and assess potential borrow pit locations to
support the completion of FEED, detailed engineering, and execution planning; and
•
Diamond drilling to confirm rock mass characteristics proximal to the planned underground Life-of-Mine infrastructure and Underground Tailings
Management Facility (see Figure 3).

RECOMMENDED ACTION
We recommend having exposure to NexGen given our thesis that a major miner must control Arrow due to its disruptive potential…
 NXE remains a top pick in the uranium sector due to the disruptive potential of the Arrow deposit, with its massive scale and strong economics.
We continue to be very bullish on NexGen and believe it controls one of the best undeveloped resources globally, in any commodity. We see NexGen
as perfectly positioned to fill the supply gap beyond 2025. We expect Arrow will be ramping up production just as major sources of production (Cigar
Lake) are nearing end-of-life. We believe the project will realize very robust economics with the scale to be disruptive and the quality, grade and
simplicity necessary to evolve into a Tier 1 producer able to withstand commodity price fluctuations and capital swell; two of the major risks facing
mining companies. We believe that it is critical for existing major producers to control this deposit because of its disruptive potential and that this is
key to preserving the value of their existing deposits and maintaining their ability to affect price with production curtailments. NXE is a 'must-own'
for those looking for exposure to the uranium sector.
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Our $7.50 target is based on a 1.0x multiple
of our estimated corporate net asset value
(NAV) per share of $7.50, based on a
discounted cash flow (DCF8%) analysis of our
conceptual uranium mining operation at
Arrow.
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Figure 1: 2021 Exploration – Drill holes Completed
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Figure 2: 2021 Below Arrow Exploration – Drill holes Completed – Plan View (left) and Cross Section looking Northeast (right).

Source: NexGen Energy

Table 1: 2021 Exploration Drill Hole Data
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Figure 3: Plan view of the geotechnical drill hole traces underlain with the Feasibility Study Mine Design.
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Important Information and Legal Disclosures
This report is intended for institutional investors and may only be distributed to non-institutional US clients in the following states: Alaska,
Alabama, Arkansas, Arizona, California, Colorado, Connecticut, District of Columbia, Delaware, Florida, Georgia, Guam, Hawaii, Iowa, Idaho,
Illinois, Indiana, Kansas, Kentucky, Louisiana, Massachusetts, Maryland, Maine, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, Mississippi, Montana,
North Carolina, North Dakota, Nebraska, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New Mexico, Nevada, New York, Ohio, Oklahoma, Oregon,
Pennsylvania, Puerto Rico, Rhode Island, South Carolina, South Dakota, Tennessee, Texas, Utah, Virginia, Virgin Islands, Vermont,
Washington, Wisconsin, West Virginia, and Wyoming. Otherwise, this report may only be distributed into those states with an institutional
buyer state securities registration exemption.

Analyst Certification
I, Colin Healey, hereby certify that the views expressed in this report (which includes the rating assigned to the issuer’s shares as well as
the analytical substance and tone of the report) accurately reflect my/our personal views about the subject securities and the issuer. No
part of my/our compensation was, is, or will be directly or indirectly related to the specific recommendations.

Important Disclosures
Of the companies included in the report the following Important Disclosures apply:


Haywood Securities, Inc. has reviewed lead projects of NexGen Energy Ltd. (NXE-T) and a portion of the expenses for this travel have
been reimbursed by the issuer.



Haywood Securities Inc. or one of its subsidiaries has managed or co-managed or participated as selling group in a public offering of
securities for NexGen Energy Ltd. (NXE-T) in the last 12 months.
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